Inborn errors of CoA (coenzyme A) biosynthesis lead to neurodegenerative disorders in humans. PKAN (pantothenate kinase-associated neurodegeneration) manifests with damage to brain, retina and testis and is caused by mutations in PANK2, the gene encoding the mitochondrial form of pantothenate kinase, a key regulatory enzyme in CoA synthesis. Further attention has been focused on this pathway by the recent discovery that mutations in the gene encoding CoA synthase lead to a similar neurodegenerative disorder, raising the spectre of a common mechanism of pathogenesis. How do defects in CoA production result in neurodegeneration? Why are certain tissues and cell types selectively vulnerable? And what is the underlying neurodegenerative process? Answers to some of these questions have come from animal models of disease, including flies and mice, as well as directly from humans. The damaged tissue types share key features that are likely to contribute to their selective vulnerability. These include the presence of a blood-tissue barrier, the milieu with respect to oxidative stress, tissue metabolic demand, relative expression of genes encoding similar proteins in these tissues and cell membrane composition. Substantial progress in understanding these important neurometabolic disorders has been made since the first gene discovery more than a decade ago. With rational therapeutics now in development for PKAN, we foresee prevention of neurodegeneration and hope for neuroregeneration or neuro-rescue.
Introduction
Single gene disorders offer a direct view of the origins of complex disease processes. When the causative gene is known there is a clear starting point from which to delineate the molecular cascade that underlies disease pathogenesis. The inborn errors of CoA (coenzyme A) biosynthesis provide a unique view into neurodegeneration and selective vulnerability of certain cell types.
Neurodegenerative diseases are the manifestation of molecular defects that perturb myriad cellular processes leading to direct effects and adaptations that compromise neuronal function. These processes serve critical functions of nutrient sensing, energy balance, waste management and membrane repair, as examples. Although neuronal dysfunction is a common endpoint, the primary site of a defect may in fact reside within other cell types, including astrocytes, microglia or vascular endothelial cells. Thus the large number of biochemical pathways leading to neurodegeneration underscores the complexity of processes required for neuronal health.
Delineating the pathogenesis of neurodegeneration in the CoA metabolic defects requires an iterative process. The gene, protein and pathway are known, as are many of the phenotypic features of the disorder. However, numerous steps in the molecular cascade of PKAN (pantothenate kinase-associated neurodegeneration) pathogenesis remain to be discovered ( Figure 1) . We face the challenge of discovering both the cellular perturbations arising directly from defects in PANK2 (pantothenate kinase 2) and distinguishing them from the adaptive responses that often contribute to human disease.
CoA biosynthesis, pantothenate kinase regulation and disease
Pantothenate, or vitamin B 5 , forms the molecular core of CoA. CoA is required for hundreds of human biochemical reactions, underscoring the central role this cofactor plays in intermediary metabolism, neurotransmitter synthesis and other critical processes. It is therefore not surprising that the synthesis of CoA is tightly regulated. The first enzymatic step in CoA synthesis entails phosphorylation of pantothenate by pantothenate kinase (Figure 2 ). There are three human genes, PANK1, PANK2 and PANK3 that encode four functional pantothenate kinase proteins. PANK2, encoded by PANK2, is localized to mitochondria and is under exquisitely tight regulation [1] [2] [3] . PANK2 first transits to the nucleus before localizing to the intermembranous space of mitochondria [4] . Its nuclear role remains uncertain, but it may affect histone acetylation/deacetylation reactions [5] . In mitochondria, PANK2 serves a putative role as CoA sensor, signalling energy balance between the compartments housing the CoA synthetic enzymes in cytosol and mitochondria [3] . Although this hypothesized role explains many key aspects of PANK2 enzymatic regulation, it does not provide an explanation for the selective vulnerability of specific cell types to defects in PANK2. This is among the most intriguing aspects of PKAN.
PKAN is an autosomal recessive disorder caused by mutations in PANK2, the human gene encoding PANK2 [6] . Classic disease manifests in childhood with dystonia (sustained contractions of opposing muscle groups), spasticity and pigmentary retinopathy [7] . Classic PKAN has its onset early in the first decade, with rapid progression leading to significant disability and loss of function. As is true for most autosomal recessive disorders, once the causative gene for PKAN was identified the phenotypic spectrum broadened [7] . Adults with dystonia and parkinsonism (slowed movements, postural instability) were also recognized to have mutations in PANK2, and their disease was generally classified as atypical PKAN [7] .
In fact, the phenotype of PKAN extends along a continuum without clear delineation between the classic and atypical forms.
PKAN is characterized by unique neuroimaging features that suggest a pathogenic cascade. With more routine use of brain MRI in the early diagnostic evaluation of children and adults with dystonia, the distinctive pattern of PKAN is being recognized earlier in disease. Two key imaging features are evident: on T2-weighted imaging, the GP (globus pallidus) shows a region of hyperintense signal centrally surrounded by a region of hypointense signal [8] . The hypointense signal is known to arise from high levels of iron in this region of brain. The basis for the hyperintense signal is less certain but is likely to represent oedema based on the signal features and the anatomic pattern. The other possible origin of the hyperintense signal is gliosis, but this is less well supported by neuropathological evidence [9] . Early in disease, the hyperintense signal predominates, with a presumed cytotoxic process underway [10] . Although iron levels are increased early in disease, its signal dominates the imaging changes more so as disease progresses.
Whereas high levels of iron in certain brain regions are a key recognizable feature of PKAN, neither the mechanism of iron accumulation nor its relation to PANK2 dysfunction are understood. Similarly, the role of iron in the disease process is not clear [11, 12] . What is clear is that there is a primary biochemical perturbation arising from defective PANK2 and causing disease manifestations.
Post-mortem brain pathological analysis has provided critical insights into PKAN pathogenesis. Most striking is the observation of an exquisitely circumscribed region of major pathological changes. The GP is severely affected in PKAN, with the focus of disease being the internal segment. The GP is almost entirely devoid of normal-appearing neurons. The neurons present show a progression of changes typical of cell death. What is distinctive is the persistence of these cells and their preservation in various stages of dying, as one might expect to occur if autophagy were impaired [9] .
Selective vulnerability of basal ganglia structures
Although PANK2 is expressed in many regions of normal human brain, only the GP and SN (substantia nigra) pars reticulata show significant changes. Nigral involvement is seen later in disease and in only a subset of patients [10] . These regions of brain share important functions and features that are likely contributors to their selective vulnerability. The internal segment of the GP and the SN pars reticulata, both primarily GABAergic, serve as the primary inhibitory output nuclei to the thalamus. In brain circuitry diagrams, these two regions are considered as a single functional unit. Inhibitory neurons in GP are tonically active with high-energy requirements. In addition, these two regions of brain share other distinctive features, including being the most iron-rich in normal brain.
Iron is regionally distributed in mammalian brain, and levels increase with age. Those regions that are normally iron-rich contain levels that are among the highest of any tissue. These regions include GP, SN, red nucleus and dentate nucleus. The GP has as much iron per unit weight as the liver. The reason for this specific pattern of distribution is uncertain as is the mechanism by which normal iron levels are set in different brain regions. Although it is tempting to implicate iron in PKAN pathogenesis because of its role in generating ROS (reactive oxygen species), its role in disease remains unclear [11] . It may simply represent a 'tombstone marker' of a rampant advancing disease process in an iron-rich milieu.
Studies carried out on patients affected by neurodegenerative disorders with brain iron accumulation have directly informed our understanding of the role of pantothenate metabolism in neurodegeneration. The group of neurodegenerative disorders in which iron accumulates specifically in the GP and SN is called NBIA (neurodegeneration with brain iron accumulation). These disorders are clinically and genetically heterogeneous (Table 1) . Although the culprit genes and defective pathways have been discovered for many of the different NBIA disorders, the intersection of their pathogeneses leading to iron accumulation remains to be discovered.
Most people affected with one of the NBIA disorders receive a diagnosis as a result of brain MRI. The widespread use of this modality and the distinctive pattern resulting from high iron raises suspicion and enables swift diagnosis of an NBIA disorder [13] . Subsequent genetic testing typically reveals the specific disorder. Those patients without a known disease gene are providing new insight into NBIA as whole exome sequencing unmasks their causative genes. It was precisely this process that led to the recognition that mutations in CoA synthase cause an NBIA disorder [14] .
A second CoA synthetic defects also causes NBIA Whereas pantothenate kinase catalyses the first enzymatic step in CoA synthesis, CoA synthase catalyses the final two steps (Figure 2 ). This bifunctional enzyme generates CoA by coupling phosphopantetheine to ATP to form dephospho-CoA, which is then phosphorylated in the final step of CoA synthesis. The identification of a second inborn error of CoA biosynthesis has focused attention on the role of pantothenate metabolic defects in NBIA.
How does defective PANK2 lead to neurodegeneration?
Although PKAN was recognized as a defect in pantothenate metabolism more than a decade ago, the precise alteration in cell function remains to be delineated. There is still no direct evidence that the biochemical basis for disease in humans is deficient levels of CoA. In fact, several lines of evidence suggest that a simple product deficit is not the full explanation in PKAN, although it is likely to contribute to the disease mechanism. PANK2 is hypothesized to serve as a sensor of mitochondrial CoA needs through shifting levels of activator and repressor molecules [3, 15] . As such, it does not function as the primary cellular phosphopantothenate synthetic enzyme. Therefore loss of PANK2 would not be predicted to cause a simple product deficit at the level of the whole cell. Instead, a sensing defect due to defective PANK2 would mimic the 'off' state of PANK2, erroneously signalling that mitochondrial CoA levels are sufficient when in fact there is demand to carry out fatty acid β-oxidation. Three other proteins with pantothenate kinase activity, including two isoforms of PANK1 and one of PANK3, may compensate for defective PANK2, at least in some cells and tissues [16] . PANK1 and PANK3 are cytosolic and seem to function as the main enzymes in the production of CoA. Therefore they may largely compensate for any decrease in CoA that might result from defective PANK2. These observations raise questions of whether significant CoA deficiency underlies PKAN, and data from studies of mutant human protein further challenge this notion.
Following the PANK2 gene discovery, the hypothesis was advanced that classic disease arose from complete loss of enzyme function, and atypical disease, with later onset and slower progression, is associated with partially functional enzyme [6, 7] . This pattern would be typical for an autosomal recessive disorder associated with a defective metabolic enzyme. However, studies measuring the catalytic activity of mutant human PANK2 protein demonstrated normal and supranormal levels [17] for many of the mutations leading to severe disease. These results suggest that a loss of catalytic function is not the only mechanism for PANK2 dysfunction. Other possible mechanisms include defects that block dimerization or processing and localization of the PANK2 molecule.
Despite the lack of evidence for a CoA defect in the human disease, animal models of PKAN support this biochemical basis. Low CoA levels were measured in a Drosophila hypomorphic mutant, fumble [18, 19] . Moreover, the Pank2 −/− mouse has mitochondrial dysfunction [20] , and newborn mouse pups show decreased brain total pantothenate kinase activity as well as low CoA levels, a difference that is no longer evident in brain from adult mice [16] .
The recent discovery of a second inborn error of CoA biosynthesis has further implicated this pathway in neurologic health and disease. Mutations in the gene encoding CoA synthase lead to loss of function of this bi-functional enzyme that catalyses the final two steps in CoA synthesis and cause a disease that is being called CoPAN (CoA synthase protein-associated neurodegeneration). People with CoPAN have striking overlap in the region of brain demonstrating changes in MRI. The GP is the primary site of disease, as it is in PKAN, with most of the remaining brain tissue showing little or no radiographic evidence for disease. The precise localization of CoA synthase is in debate but there is general agreement that it associates with the mitochondria. As in PKAN, there is a presumption that cellular levels of CoA are decreased, perhaps only in certain compartments. Both CoA synthase and PANK2 are found in the nuclear compartment, at least transiently. The role of these proteins in the nuclear compartment and relevance of this function to disease is unclear. So, two CoA synthetic enzymes, both associated with the mitochondria, when defective lead to a GP defect with iron accumulation. Why should this tissue be so vulnerable?
Perspectives
PKAN and CoPAN are two of the seven NBIA disorders. Others are associated with mutations in genes that are not known to have a role in either CoA biosynthesis or iron metabolism and trafficking. Yet all NBIA disorders share the distinctive feature of selective vulnerability of primarily two regions of human brain, GP and SN. More specifically in PKAN, the regions where the disease process is centred are the GP interna and the SN pars reticulata. These two subregions of the basal ganglia are GABAergic and share the role of primary inhibitory output nuclei to the thalamus. They share other features as well, among them is their high iron content, high metabolic demand using primarily glucose, high relative expression of PANK2 compared with other PANKs, and a high tissue concentration of docosahexanoic acid.
The cell expression pattern of PANK2 sheds little light on this vulnerability. PANK2 is highly expressed in large neurons of these regions, but it is abundant in neurons in other regions where there is no disease pathology, including cortex, medullary inferior olivary nucleus and hippocampus, among others. If PANK2 is present in both protected and vulnerable neurons, what other explanations could account for this regional sensitivity?
Several toxins and disorders, both exogenous and endogenous, selectively damage GP. These include carbon monoxide (CO), bilirubin and PDH (pyruvate dehydrogenase) deficiency. Brain MRIs of people who survive exposure to these agents or disorders, as in the case of PDH deficiency, demonstrate pallidal lesions similar to those seen in PKAN (Figure 3) . On T2-weighted imaging, the pallidi show hyperintense signal in all of these disorders as a result of increased water, as occurs in oedema. Therefore a hypothesis can be developed of the pallidum as a high metabolic demand structure that is vulnerable to subacute oxidative stress from mitochondrial dysfunction caused by intrinsic defects (PDH deficiency, PKAN, CoPAN) or extrinsic factors (CO, bilirubin) [21] . As the precise molecular perturbations of these exposures are discovered, we will gain critical insight into how defects in pantothenate metabolism cause neurodegeneration.
International efforts to develop product replacement therapeutics are underway for PKAN. These promising compounds bypass the enzymatic block at various steps downstream in CoA synthesis. Along with their potential to treat PKAN, these compounds hold promise as tools to reveal new information about pantothenate and CoA biochemistry in normal and disease states.
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